TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: C/W 5
INFO: ADDP, C/CH, C/CL/1C, C/F: 2, C/F 2, RF, VR

SECRET 231222Z
INFO DIR GUAT CITE MEXI 6331

1. LICOOKY-1 said LIMUCK: TOLD HER 21 OCT BY TELEPHONE
MEXI AND FARI SHOWED HIS CABLE FROM FORXIN MEXI AUTHORIZING
LIMUCK TRANSIT VISA ONLY FOR MEXI. CABLE INSISTED HE SHOW
PROOF INTENDS ONLY TRANSIT MEXI.

2. LIMUCK said: TRYING ARRANGE VISA FOR COLOMBIA BUT DOES
NOT INTEND SO THERE. WILL TRY LET OFF IN MEXI AND IF NOT ALLOWED
STAY WILL ENTER GUAT ILLEGALLY IF NECESSARY.

3. HE NOW EXPECTS LEAVE PAR1 26 OCT ON SABENA.

SECRET